
Frank McClean: Godfather To British Naval
Aviation

The history of aviation is adorned with numerous visionaries and pioneers who
pushed the boundaries of what was considered possible. One such remarkable
individual was Frank McClean, a man whose contributions to British naval
aviation were instrumental in shaping the future of flight. McClean's passion for
flying, coupled with his relentless pursuit of innovation, earned him the well-
deserved title of the 'Godfather to British Naval Aviation.'

The Early Years of Frank McClean

Born on August 8, 1876, in Newtownards, County Down, Ireland, Frank McClean
grew up with an unquenchable curiosity for Mechanics. This passion led him to
study at Cambridge University, where he excelled in both engineering and
mathematics.
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McClean's interest in aviation began to take flight during the early 1900s when
the Wright brothers successfully achieved powered, controlled, and sustained
human flight. Intrigued by the possibilities these achievements opened up,
McClean plunged headfirst into the world of aviation.

Revolutionizing Aviation with Innovative Designs

McClean's journey to revolutionize aviation started with his active involvement in
the design and construction of various aircraft. His keen engineering skills and
imaginative mind soon allowed him to develop pioneering aircraft designs that
would shape the future of aviation.
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Some of McClean's most notable contributions include the development of hydro-
aeroplanes, which were capable of taking off and landing on water. These
designs were pivotal in expanding the potential applications of aircraft, particularly
in naval operations.

McClean's aircraft designs also emphasized the importance of advanced stability
and control systems, far ahead of his time. He incorporated innovative features
like wings with automatic stability, ailerons, and various other control surfaces to
enhance maneuverability and safety.

A Philanthropic Endeavor: McClean's Contributions to the Nation

Beyond his technological prowess, Frank McClean was also known for his
philanthropic nature. He understood the importance of sharing knowledge and
resources to pave the way for future advancements.
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McClean's sincere commitment to the betterment of aviation in Britain led him to
establish aeronautical departments at various universities across the country. His
generous donations and sponsorships of research initiatives allowed aspiring
aviators and engineers to explore their passions and develop groundbreaking
innovations.

Furthermore, McClean's philanthropy extended to aerial photography, a field that
would go on to revolutionize the understanding of landscapes and facilitate the
development of highly accurate maps. He personally funded several aerial
photography expeditions, enabling scientists and explorers to gain fresh
perspectives on the world.

Legacy and Impact on British Naval Aviation

Frank McClean's influence on British naval aviation cannot be overstated. His
innovative aircraft designs and commitment to advancing knowledge laid a sturdy
foundation for the future of flight.

During World War I, McClean's hydro-aeroplanes played a vital role in supporting
British naval operations. These aircraft were instrumental in reconnaissance
missions, detecting enemy submarines, and facilitating rapid communication
across vast distances.

McClean's legacy lives on today in training institutions like the Fleet Air Arm,
where aspiring aviators are groomed to carry forward his passion for aeronautical
innovation. Many of his design principles, such as stability and control systems,
continue to be integral to modern aircraft.

In



Frank McClean's unparalleled contributions to British naval aviation have forever
etched his name in the annals of aviation history. His genius, philanthropy, and
unyielding determination not only propelled the field of aviation forward but also
paved the way for countless advancements.

As we marvel at the modern achievements of flight, it is essential to remember
and honor the remarkable visionaries like Frank McClean, whose tireless efforts
laid the groundwork for the magnificent feats we witness today.
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During aviations pioneering years Francis Kennedy McClean used his vast
inherited wealth to help the now famous Short Brothers company become
established as one of Britains greatest aircraft manufacturers and, in doing so, he
helped the Royal Navys first pilots into the air. In effect, he was Godfather to
British naval aviation.But McClean did much more than even that. He was himself
a balloonist and pioneer aviator, flying with Wilbur Wright in France in December
1908. He provided the Royal Aero Club with one of the first flying grounds in the
UK; personally purchased no fewer than sixteen aeroplanes from Short Brothers
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before the First World War, and also acted as the companys unpaid test pilot.
Convinced that aviation was destined to play a vital role in the nations defence,
he made his own aeroplanes freely available for training and ensured that the
Navy had a suitable site from which to fly, founding Englands first naval flying
school, at Eastchurch in Kent. His flight up the Thames to Westminster on 10
August 1912, during which he flew between the upper and lower spans of Tower
Bridge and passed beneath the other bridges, caught the public imagination, but
despite all these achievements he remained unassuming, modest and reticent.
This is a fascinating and informative account of McCleans great influence on
early aviation, and his achievements and significant contribution to naval aviation
are revealed here for the first time.
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